
English 183 
 

Cloze Test B 
 
 

Fill in the gaps below with the best work or phrase.  Refer to the ‘Keys’ section to 
check your answers. 
 
 
Bones in the face, and not just gravity, are responsible for wrinkles and the general ‘hang 
dog’ expression that comes with age, a new study suggests.  David Kahn, ________[1] 
on ageing, said that as people grow older, the bones in the face  ________[2].  Presenting 
the results of his study to a conference of plastic surgeons in America, Dr. Kahn, who is 
based in California, said:  “When we think of ageing of the face, we think that the skin 
and the fat _______[3] looser or bigger.  Plastic surgeons ________[4] just lift everything 
back up and take out some skin to tighten it.  They don’t usually think of the shrinking of 
the bones.  I think we need to look at a way ________[5] something that adds volume to 
the face, like fat injections.” 
 
Dr. Kahn found age-related changes in the bony elements of the face by studying three 
dimensional scans of 30 men and 30 women ________[6]:  25 to 44 years old, 45 to 64 
years old, and older than 65.  Comparing the scans, he noticed ________[7] changes in 
the angles of the bones of the faces of older people, showing a clear loss of volume.  
________[8] these changes were present in the middle of the face and around the nose.  
The findings dispel the belief that only gravity creates wrinkles, Dr. Kahn said. 
 
 
                                                                                                          Adapted from telegraph.co.uk 
 
 
 
                                                                                  
1.   

A. the author of the study  
B. the presenter 
C. the member of research  
D. the administrator of studies  

2.  
A. losing volume and receding  
B. lose volume and recede  
C. loses volume and recedes  
D. loss of volume and receded  

3.  
A. deteriorates and becomes  
B. deteriorates and has become  
C. deteriorate and become  
D. is deteriorating and becoming  
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4. 
A. rarely  
B. typically  
C. sometimes 
D. immediately  

5.     
A. that is combining facelifts and  
B. to combine facelift with  
C. of combining a facelift with  
D. in combining the facelift with 

6. 
       A.     that are falling within three groups 
       B.     had fallen to three age groups 
       C.     who fell into three age groups 
       D.     which fall into three age groups 
 
7.   
       A.     probable 
       B.     responsible 
       C.     minor 
       D.     significant 
 
8. 
       A.     However, 
       B.     In spite of 
       C.     Nevertheless,  
       D.     Moreover,         
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